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See page 2 for assembly instructions and hints and tips to get
the most from your finished pieces.
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ENVELOPES AND CARDS

A useful selection of Christmas cards, envelopes and letters
to Santa! See below for ideas on how to use them.

BOXES
This selction of gift boxes are based on the boxes free download
sheet 2. You will get the best results printing on photo glossy
paper but be aware you need to crease it very carefully to aviod
the surface cracking or breaking. See the tips below to help with
this, and to add trimmings.

ASSEMBLY
INSTUCTIONS &
HINTS & TIPS
Square boxes. Cut out the
box, fold all the crease lines
and flaps. Glue tab 1 to side
2. Fold over flaps 3 & 4 put a
drop of glue on each. Glue tab
5, tuck it down into the box.
Repeat the process to form the Flat wide ‘Pizza’ style
boxes. Cut out the box, fold
bottom of the box.

ASSEMBLY INSTUCTIONS & HINTS & TIPS
Cards: Simply cut and fold!
Envelopes: Cut out the basic shape, fold in the two sides,
top and bottom to make a ractangular envelope. Glue down
the two sides to the inside of the envelope and then glue
the bottom over it. leave the envelope like this, for a one
about to be used, or fold over and glue down the top to
complete the rectangle for a one about to be opened.
Tips: Cards: Print on glossy paper for a realistic look.
Do Not score the folds as this will damage the printed surface. Pinch along the fold line and use a cocktail stick like a
rolling pin to form the crease.
Cards can be dotted around a house, on mantlepieces, sideboards or you can glue them to a length of narrow ribbon
with a bow on the top and hung on a wall. The larger ones
are just big enough that you can write in them if you can get
an ultra fine pen (and have nice handwriting!)

EDWARD’S PARTY HAT!

You can either use this hat as
a template and cut it out of
coloured tissue paper or print
it on plain paper for a more
robust hat that will stand up
to any party shenanigans!
Simple cut it out and stick the
ends together to make a tube.

WRAPPING PAPER

Simply cut out the rectangles of wrapping paper
and roll them around a
cocktail stick to make the
classic rolls shape. Make it
look more realistic by not
gluing it right at the endleave a flap on the roll.
You can also fold it
- or heaven forbid try
wrapping a lump of
something with it!

all the crease lines and flaps.
Glue tabs A & B to inside of
box panel C. Do this on both
sides of the box. The lid tab
D can be tucked into the
top of the box or can be left
open to fill.

Tips: Do Not score the folds as this will damage the printed
surface. Pinch along the fold line and use a cocktail stick like a
rolling pin to form the crease.
Wrapping: Finish off the boxes with two pieces of ribbon
accross the centre of the boxes, but cut the ribbon short so
there is no overlap (yes I missed a bit on the picture above!)
this will ensure the box will sit flat when turned right side up.
Round boxes: paint bits of wooden dowel, or straight sided
plastic bottle tops to make round presents, then cut circles and
strips from extra sheets of the printout to make festive sides and
tops.
Always do a trial run before making up to check the ‘fit’.

CRACKERS!

This is a cracker of a cracker - it actually
looks like one because its made in the same way!
For best results print on plain paper. Simply cut out the basic
shape, then with a scalpel cut out the diamond shapes running in
two lines down the length. Then crease down the two white lines.
Roll the flat rectangle into a tube and glue - Use something like a
bamboo skewer to support the tube while you glue it.

Once the glue is dry you should
be able to (gently!) push in at
each end and the cracker will
take shape. Finish it off with a little micro tinsel or fluffy trim and
a decorative disc cut from one of
the boxes printed on plain paper.
This is a real challenge to make
- but its so rewarding when you
push the ends in a real cracker
takes shape!
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